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Abstract
In this article is explored the relationship between cosmology and financial transactions via the sacred and deeply secret discourses of West African traditional priests in Europe, who believe that they can spiritually manipulate the monetary pricing of stocks and shares. Of particular interest is how West African witchcraft discourses, whilst still embedded in kinship relationships, become symbolically caught up in the economy and in the volatile movement of industrial commodity indexes. In analysing the financial imaginary and constant reconfiguration of the marketplace by different networks of stakeholders, Ghanaian fetish priests allow for a fiscal elasticity and material distorting of monetary flows such that the incoherence and uncertainty of global financial practices and the fictious pricing and purchase of unstable commodities are shaped and magnified through a thick Akan cosmology.
Introduction: Akan spirits and cosmoeconomics
In late 2008, as share prices plunged, the world of rich West African businessmen, where modernity is present in the slick surfaces of Mercedes Benz sedans, large bungalows and stereo equipment, evaporated almost overnight (Larkin, 2008:190). In these circumstances, amid a frenzy of profit-making and global financialisation in the last decade (see, for example, Langley, 2007; Ho, 2009), a small number of West African entrepreneurs and other businessmen decided to stack the odds in their favour and seek the assistance of ‘fetish priests’ in the face of huge economic risks and market uncertainties (Appadurai, 2016). Cyberspace is, of course, full of new prophets, sacred sites and global spiritual formations surrounding mass-produced idols and deities that transcend particular ethnic communities and encompass shared religious sentiments about morality, wealth and accumulation (Meyer, 2009). However, as neo-traditional proponents of African Traditional Religion in Ghana have discovered, West African shrines and gods do not ‘lend themselves to the mass media or to be captured on screen and wish to maintain an aura of secrecy’ (Meyer, 2009: 14). In the early spring of 2009, a young Ghanaian entrepreneur, William, newly arrived in Germany from Washington DC in the United States, consulted on six occasions, in a hotel room belonging to a large international chain, with a secret ‘juju man’, John, whom he had gone to great pains to track down over several months on recommendation from a traditional West African priest he had met in Nigeria. Over a period of nineteen days in spring and early summer, the entrepreneur spent several hours with John handling the various ‘lesser’ talismans (asuman) brought by John to the hotel and hidden in the hotel bathroom. In the hotel room, like other Akan fetish priests (akomfo), John will proudly claim that he is possessed by a god (obosom), but one whose ancestry is highly prestigious and is a descendant of ancient abosom found in rivers, trees and rocks of the Ashanti Region in Ghana (see also Rattry, 1927; Goody, 1957). It is the god who watches and captures witches (obayifo) and other evil spirits (Debrunner, 1950). Moreover, this god also ‘owned’ five small asuman or talismans, magic credit cards that John kept locked in a small safety deposit box, in a city he would not reveal. Here John’s cousin visited regularly, bringing monetary offerings for the asuman who, in gratitude, allowed ‘financial wisdom’ to anyone who touched them. 
West African priests have been part of the West African diaspora since 2000 – a fast-moving mobile network of people, objects and ideas that exacerbate societal anxieties and fears because it contains within it uncertainty and unknown people who cannot be caught and classified. Many juju men are male migrants who have travelled extensively in West Africa, the United States and Europe. Beginning with field work among spirit shrines in the Brong-Ahafo Region, Ghana, as part of a transnational movement of West Africans in Europe (and the United States), I was able to interview and meet with a small number of consenting clients as they consorted with three Ghanaian priests in Europe, two of whom have since returned to Ghana and Nigeria respectively, about money-making schemes but also with tales of debt and anxiety,a fear of loans not forthcoming, foreclosure, lack of finance and bankruptcy caused by witchcraft (obayi). The association of akomfo with evil and witchcraft  (a great taboo among many Ghanaians) means that highly secretive deities and sacred talismans remain ‘underground’ and ‘in the shadows’, hidden by priests in a diverse array of local neighbourhoods, wherever they gain sporadic employment, and in their apartments or temporary living quarters. 
As William discovered, spiritual preachers such as John are not uncommon economic analysts of the Ghanaian investment fund market where mutual funds such as EPACK, also known as the ‘Praise the Lord Fund’,  use biblical quotations to ensure investors of future gains. Likewise, when the headquarters of the Ghana Commercial Bank in Kumasi moved location, a religious pastor was called in to protect the operations of the bank from spiritual robbery and fraud. Indeed, in global deregulated markets where the possibility for great riches seems unlimited as markets are cut loose, this enables the transformation of  dematerialised credit flows under the rubric of modern transactions. To highlight this point, while Stengers has coined the term ‘cosmopolitics’ to talk about a political universe where supernatural unknowns assume the role of active agents within the political horizon, the focus of this cosmopolitical approach, writes da Col (2012),  seems to neglect flows of scarce resources, particularly money and the transfer of value between different entities (193). In this respect, Dodd (2015) rejects the ever-present knee-jerk critique of money and its ‘calculating’ and ‘objective’ nature of fiscal cliffs and debt ceilings. These phrases, he argues, ‘sustain the illusion that money is a thing’ (386). Likewise, Holmes draws attention to the stressing of quantitative measuring by central banks when in fact it is the crafting and modelling of relationships with the public which are today the most radical feature of monetary policies (Holmes, 2014:5). Indeed, the global marketplace is made up of increasingly complex social interchanges and modelling of communication in diverse settings of high risk and uncertain scenarios (Berman, 1982; Beck, 1992). 
In regards to financial policy, what, asks Holmes, ‘are the machineries of knowing the monetary economy?’ (2014:6). In 2008/9, as the global crash was happening, Akan preachers – or  ‘juju men’ as they are popularly known by their clients – increasingly recycled financial forecasts through a notion of mogya sika aduro (literally, ‘blood money’) or ‘evil money’ that is not distributed or ‘does not travel’. It is money viewed with deep distrust as to its origins. This desire for material wealth or quick money, sikaduro, ties into a central tenet of popular Akan occult discourses and the excessive desire to engage in conspicuous consumption and the ‘selfish’ accumulation of money associated with witchcraft (obayi) practices. Among Akan priests like John, the witch (obayifo), a member of the matrilineage, is commonly believed to be a greedy, envious and bitter woman who targets the riches of her more prosperous relatives who dream of being chased and of flying through the air (Adinkrah, 2015). She may be a market woman or even a prostitute, but a woman who signifies corruption – market women are often blamed for the high cost of living in Ghana – and illicit accumulation (Clarke, 2001; Garritano, 2013). Above all else, the witch practises an economic cannibalism and it is her wealthy kin whose flesh she spiritually feeds upon, theirs being the most juicy and succulent rich flesh, especially those who make themselves visible through their desire for ‘lazy money’ and get-rich-quick schemes (Garritano, 2013). ‘Easy’ money that seemingly appears from nowhere is most associated with witchcraft and described as not coming from hard work or production. This is a type of improper accumulation, evil desire and an income spent on excessive consumerism rather than a shared communal prosperity. 
The presence of witchcraft within a financial regime is both symbolic of the enemy ‘within’, but also of the clash between ‘familiarity’ and ‘uncertainty’ as the witch highlights the volatility of the market and the emotional insecurities and resentments cultivated among its users (Weiss, 2015: 507). While West African witchcraft accusations occur within the household and is traditionally a discourse which speaks of danger hidden amongst the known, accustomed and personal (Geschiere, 2013), witchcraft, while still centring on the extended kinship network, is also, as Geschiere argues, ‘scaling up’(2013). As the West African witch transgresses social boundaries – whether agnatic, affinal or neighbourly relationships –, the relations between people and things that constitute the complex web of sociality and intimacy, social currency and the circulation of witchcraft become an economics-in-the-making (Geschiere, 2013:145). Cosmological agents not only provide a spiritual refraction of local monetary exchanges, epiphenomenal to global processes (Comaroff and Comaroff, 1999), they move beyond the occult economy (Abramson and Holbraad, 2014). Today, Akan cosmology is embedded in a global marketplace that is no longer ‘just a geographical space’ (Langley, 2007:69) but a social space that is made up of expanding capital accumulations, narratives about crisis and debt, calculable in ‘fictious’ numbers and forecasts across a series of different  time zones (Strange, 1997; Holmes, 2014) and shaped by the invisible practices and illusions of stock markets around the world (Ho, 2009; Besky, 2014). 
The obscuring of intimacy within global financial markets has enabled witches to extract unseen billions of dollars alongside the covert practices of more renowned entrepreneurs and businesses who, to use the expression, ‘get away with it’. John spoke of how individualised market speculation on behalf of bankers and investors has enabled witchcraft to flourish as the witch moves back and forth between different institutions, flying on coin and credit flows that circle the globe and enter the home. Like the junk bond traders described by Strange (1997), who appeared from nowhere, dazzled everybody and then left in the early 1980s, witches appear and disappear concealed within the vastness of global financial transactions and the movement of monies within abstract market networks (Dean, 2009). A witch may still be watched and tracked by fetish priests but this is increasingly difficult in a global financial setting. Not least, this also allows for the passage of witchcraft  as both occult capital and a type of ‘blood money’ that is not distributed at all. John described the intricate motion of witches to William in his first meeting:
… everything I say it is true… follow her (the witch) up and down Yankee town… then followed on my knowledge…  Atlantic Ocean… I ready for her to die early… and she become some vulture… so up there like a free bird… fly, fly bird… though her demeanour is calm and she chit-chat and swoop… pick up with the masters of the universe and abandon … little people and she flys high above the mountains…and she perform better at it… and she have no love for …the ‘big’ man… she spill blood and make interest rate swaps… Where are her whereabouts this day? She not sitting in …her house. She … not come. She cashed all in.
Just as the Ghanaian businessman placed online bets on the rising and falling prices of equities on the New York Stock Exchange whilst residing in Europe, in their imagination West African witches give rise to recognised social relations that cut across personal, national and global ties since transnational connections are both shaped and also increasingly ruptured as migrants, both first- and second-generation, create new desires and experiences, loathing and disgust surrounding extreme wealth and excessive consumerism (Moore and Sanders, 2001; Niehaus, 2001; [Author], 2015).  As one would expect, contemporary urban life thrives on envy, speculation and resentful gossip about not only ‘inside enemies’ but also the opaque motives of ‘outsiders’ (see also Geschiere, 2013: 43). In this context, it is anonymity as well as familiarity that is stressed as threatening in witchcraft narratives (McNally, 2012). Bonhomme (2012) emphasises that it is in urban encounters that a more public genre of witchcraft rumour spreads and maintains ambiguous, sometimes conspiratorial relations, with more close forms of danger traditionally associated with witchcraft inside the home (see West and Sanders, 2003). 
Evil, tin and hard commodities
Religious interpreters, deceivers, inspirational leaders, juju priests shape and change their discourses according to the company they are in. Akan priests often assume multiple pseudonyms and identities as they work other jobs, and are described as tricksters and conmen by many and with fear by others who, despite condemning their practices as fake, also fear what they call the ‘juju’ man. During the growth of global finance and spread of witchcraft, a very select number of priests working for wealthy African clients have become managers and hedgers of risk and uncertainty, amid a critical magical commentary on the mystical circulation of capital, stocks and shares (see Weiss, 2015). John proudly showed William his wealthy contacts on his cell phone and regaled him with select but candid tales of business contracts secured and the predatory activities of witchcraft fuelled by witches’ crimes and misdemeanours. John was soon flying back to his newly built house in Ghana having lived in Nigeria and Germany. He bragged to William that he too was a sophisticated traveller and major Ghanaian businessman. Highly anxious, William had endured severe financial losses spread-betting on different interest rates, as unexpected turbulence and shockwaves hit the FTSE, Dow Jones and other financial markets. His ‘short position’ had collapsed in a few key commodities such as oilseeds, millet and cassava. His purchase of energy bonds misfired and the commodities  market buckled because Wall Street had ‘pumped and dumped’. His shares in FanMilk Ltd, a Ghanaian company, collapsed  and William could no longer cover his economic outlays. He wanted ‘to go diabolical’ so that he would not be struck by the same poverty trap as his family to whom he sent occasional remittances, including money for a new car. He boasted about his luxury apartment in Ghana, Range Rover car in Washington and the glamorous life he led as, in his own words, he lived the lifestyle of an international playboy. William recalled watching the Dow Jones index plummet overnight by more than 50%. William believed that a solution to his debts was to make his money ‘diabolical’ and hidden from his creditors, especially from a particular unit fund manager whom he believed to be in league with abayifo  and who had moved some of his investments into an unfamiliar holding company. He had dreamt one night of engaging in sex with a headless woman who asked for all of his remaining savings as payment for her sexual favours. He had heard gossip in Accra of a witch slitting the throat of a wealthy footballer so that his blood drenched his online bank accounts, he could no longer read the numbers on the screen and zombies controlled his computer, eating the money of his business clients and turning it red. William  saw the ‘redness’ of money as of utmost significance and a sign of cannibalistic witches hungry for his hidden accounts which they meant to steal. Greed and fear, he thought, had driven him to sell on previous financial information about his investments to a witch who now, in league with others, was causing the large-scale movement of capital in a way that he did not recognise. 
William worried particularly about the repossession market, the most liquid form of short-term borrowing for dealers in financial securities. He felt that it might collapse because of witches secretly blackmailing important bank executives so as to pull back on interbank lending. He distrusted both the ability of bankers to resist the pull of witchcraft and its  promises – or the capacity of markets to prevent another crisis as evil spirits disguised as dealers working, for example, at Standard Charter Bank and HSBC were withdrawing loans. This was the revenge of his family members who felt that he was not satisfying his moral and financial obligations to them or to his clients and their families, some of whom were also now in dire financial straits. William even worried that his own mother had taken out a curse on him because he could no longer pay for a new house he had promised her and that only a fetish priest could extricate him from this bad fortune. Now, William wanted protection for his business exporting fertiliser and his expertise as a consultant in mechanical sampling services. He was very aware that, if witchcraft was believed to be associated with his recent monetary losses, his social capital and remaining business contacts would disappear overnight (see also Burrell, 2012). He himself had once engaged, when he was starting his business, in a number of ‘sacrificial’ rituals. William had purchased these from a ‘fetish man’ in Tema in Ghana. These included sacred talismans which enabled him to go without sleep and to be ahead of his competitors. He also drank a medicine each sip of which gave him the ability to second-guess his rivals and make his monetary decisions invisible to his enemies. 
John told William not to worry as his god (obosom) was the most modern of beings. This is important because, as Garratino (2013) points out, to many West Africans being up-to-date is about having a first-class economic status (172). The god was believed to possess highly valuable knowledge of global finance and be able to help the client maintain his high standard of living. During possession, John will carry the god in a tin or pan above his head. The god, through the mouthpiece of the priest, will then shout instructions and advice to clients about their anxieties, fears and terrors – debt, drug addiction, loneliness, revenge, envy and long-term ailments such as diabetes and heart disease. In William’s case, John told him, the witch ‘hid’ in the commodities market, in so-called ‘hard’ commodities such as Ashanti gold and other mining deposits including oil, tin, zinc, nickel and lead, but also on occasion in ‘soft’ commodities such as sugar and coffee and controlled their prices accordingly. 
The witch had given her presence away to John on one occasion when she attempted to manipulate the future pricing of commodities and had bid up prices too quickly. In the eyes of John, she was exposed by her feelings of anger, bitterness and revenge, often associated by priests with colours such as red and black which the gods, belonging to priests, are able to spot throughout the day. This means that, amidst the deluge of financial interactions that take place in any one second, a god can spot patches of colour that signify anger, hurt, loss, despair, shock, belligerence and rage, and know that bayi is present. One priest spoke of Wall Street as a river of blood; another of Threadneedle Street as a dark tunnel of greed and arrogance. At night, in any place in the world, as the witch turns into an animal and flies through the sky as a burning red fireball, this is when a god swoops down and catches her and forces her to confess to her sins. Without confession, the witch becomes ill and eventually will die of the injuries sustained in her night clash with the god.
Among other things, Akan priests attempt to force a ‘caught’ witch to reveal her ‘insider’ knowledge about financial data, funds and security structures governing the global banking system, including information gathered by her on her fellow witches who work as derivative traders or dealers. The witch might manipulate, for example, the physical and financial energy markets – timber, oil, rubber and gold or the futures markets of cocoa, sugar, tomatoes and maize – using the capital of those rich relatives. The ‘expert’ knowledge possessed by John about harmful entities is based on their gods’ legitimacy as a cornerstone of good economic intentions – generosity, obligation and responsibility (Appiah-Kubi, 1981; Gyekye, 1987; Kaonde, 2008) –, but also upon the ability of priests to be able to adapt and respond to the needs of shrine clients as they face misfortune and debt. The metaphorical Akan concept of ebue (‘open’) expressed verbally to capture the image of a successful businessperson portrays how lucrative a life, an action, or one’s chance in a situation has been or will be. By contrast, ‘closed’ or blocked (emu ato or kwan esi), as the paradigmatic opposite, expresses the notion of insolvency, inadequacy or wastefulness (or other unfortunate situation) in one’s condition and the inability to make successful financial opportunities or trades for oneself. Fetish priests repeat the open/closed binary opposition in a collective manner when remembering the crash of 2008 and how a surge of ‘evil’ money overwhelmed them and temporarily blinded the shrine god as to what was happening in the financial and commodities markets, a collapse likened by John to financial incompetence and inadequate communication[having] taken over the National Identification Authority’ (NIA) in Ghana:
Profit warnings drop… boom. We expecting all this you think… no way. We not see… to what is going on and… the spirit… he not see it either though is very able… he gone on a vacation… fooled by greed… and he eyed a lot in his lifetime… and he is not aware of being scared… ‘cause he see everything… no counterattack from us ‘cause I not see it coming and cash … everywhere and …no praying on behalf for the poor.
However, during the meetings with William, possession became somewhat incoherent. The god seemed to not be present during possession for long periods. At other times, through the mouthpiece of John, the god seemed disinterested in Williams financial predicament.  William expressed his disappointment that John’s god seemed to be concerned only in the pricing of oil and could not answer to his satisfaction why the god could not stabilise the market and could not give him the answers he looked for. 
Witchcraft, stockpiling and pricing
What role had West African spirits played in the creation of the narrative of the global financial crash? According to John, along with major commercial banks, the witch helped create a fiscal crisis and turn the global economy into a giant casino (see also Strange, 1997;Klein, 2008). In effect, the witch began to leverage via the futures markets, such that commodities became speculative entities rather than resources that people could use. The greed of the witch, like the hedge fund manager, drove her, thought John, to always bet ‘long’ thus forcing prices upward and creating a situation where physical supply bore no relationship to consumer demand. John agreed that, despite the hedge fund market being undeveloped in Ghana, the witch had learnt the tricks of the derivative trader. John recalled how the language of money was, in his opinion, undeveloped in Ghana:
The hedge funds not be strong in Ghana… even after many years… witches be involved in tricks and scams… spiritual trickery… can make for technical malfunction… in every business… it is a must do… Ghana… now because of her cunning… not a trusted country of prayer and the like because of scammers. She trading all night now… she not bothered about killing nobody while she dealing and trading investments. This is not sufficient for us and it must be finished.
But it was too late – the greed of the witch had brought down the financial system. Witches had been tracking for years the illegal activities of bankers and other fraudulent traders and even transmuted into their bodies. Moreover, like many investment banks such as Morgan Stanley and JP Morgan who actually hoarded millions of barrels of oil along with the ownership of oil distillation sites and retail facilities, many witches were believed by priests to be engaged in slicing, dicing and reconfiguring risk (see Appadurai, 2016), driving up the price of oil when demand was actually falling and persuading large pension funds to invest in oil futures. Speculators made increasingly large bets on oil pricing, overwhelming the physical supply and causing the oil bubble to burst. One priest spoke of ‘knowing all the rules and regulations of ‘hard’ commodity investment’, of ‘supernatural futures intervention’ and of witches also controlling futures markets in fertiliser and gas and hedging these against changing interest rates – ‘she play with rates all night while she cooks rice’. There being no hedge fund market in Ghana, John contacted a fellow juju man in Lagos to see if he had any ‘insider knowledge’ about the portfolios of his wealthier clients like William, which were now at risk from witches inside the abusua. John privately told another priest in my presence of how he felt conflicting interest with his client:
My situation with him is perhaps too dangerous… my own portfolio plunging more than 80%… even the fixed rate bonds now gone… now he know she (the witch) is doing this for sure… some gods not be a true entrepreneur for she (the witch) possess the internal memory …and he default and she boil my client like a cannibal… to fufu… the god he … he in her debt for sure… he was doing nothing… usually he pass intelligence at the police if he had to… but there is doing nothin’ this day… or tomorrow… or the next day… bang she put …impediment in a way… and my view is… very dark...
In spite of the above difficulties in tracking the movement of spirits and financial forecasts, John reassured William of his god having X-ray eyes so he could spot the resentful anger of witches in the daylight anywhere in the world, shopping near where his client said he worked in Georgetown, Washington, or walking through Penn Quarter, or eating doughnuts and drinking coffee in Dupont Circle. But, behind the scenes, leading up to the crash, hot spots of ill-feeling were increasingly difficult for a god to discover and shrine priests became frantic, not knowing the reason for their disappearance. As defaults rose, the resentment of the witch towards her victim, which a god can visually pinpoint, went missing in amongst falling prices. John spoke of watching the crash unfolding but could not clearly see the victims because of blockage: ‘This world it… shut closed to you… ‘cause the software… it mad.’ He spoke of private pensions crumbling and huge debts run up by corporations that hid the witch from his view in shell companies. There was a sudden lack of visual control, he worried over the witch as if she herself was now hidden beneath a deluge of paperwork and other fraudulent types of technological and money transfer as the prices of equities plunged. 
As the banking system crashed, witchcraft vanished along with billions of dollars. In late 2008, Akan priests saw a rapid slowdown in the number of raw materials contagious with obayi. It was, said John, as if everything broken was now white and pure and clean, as if witchcraft had been sent to a parallel economy. One said witchcraft was usually transmitted in contaminated money, but it was as if all money had been recycled: ‘It white as white.’ Another spoke of the witch having transmuted dollars into witches’ ‘glue’. John spoke of cash machines being emptied of euros but how this was magic money that slipped through individuals’ fingers as they tried to spend it. ‘It’s disappearing coin.’ However, by engaging in monetary transactions using magical monies, individuals were now in the witches’ debt as the material goods they purchased later disappeared without trace and they became outraged.
On the other hand, the narrative of contagion spun by a select number of fetish priests is open to multiple iterations. Fireflies, another sign of witchcraft, suddenly became more frequently spotted in late summer flying along the Eastern Seaboard of the United States and this was communicated via cell phone between priests. John thought that this was suspicious and that witches were departing the scene of the crime, a theory he did not reveal to his clients. The pots belonging to witches, usually filled with the hearts and brains of their victims, slopped with blood that poured down Wall Street and Threadneedle Street. Frankfurt became a zone of chaos, the city resembling the Wild West, said one priest, and the dangerous uncertain space of the West African bush, an area of spiritual danger and pollution and home to dangerous make-believe creatures such as the sasabonsam, a large black-and-red-coloured monkey (Rattray, 1927). In the eyes of one shrine priest, the bush especially refers to localities, such as ‘the Projects’, where danger is present – for example, where crime is high or drug addicts congregate  –, or to towns with which the priest is unfamiliar. John recounted stories passed down through generations of how, in Ghana, children were warned not to go into the bush with its thick vegetation (Debrunner, 1950). Rituals were enacted to stop the danger of the bush from entering the urban area – not to cross rivers on certain days, carry fruit above the head or collect firewood on a weekend. But ritual order could not guard against the unpredictability of derivatives (Appadurai, 2016). In Frankfurt, in the months that followed, priests used similar rituals and ordered investors to spill salt on street corners, to touch the fenders of cars or to count to ten before getting on the subway – all rituals designed to prevent further financial disaster from encompassing the market. In other words, rituals were enacted in an attempt to maintain economic order and to reinstate a moral message in the face of shock and hardship. 
In spite of the chaos surrounding them, this is not to argue that witches were behaving in a disorderly fashion. Witches, said John, left Wall Street following a precise route and were now hiding in Main Street. To illustrate this popular metaphor, John brought out a map of the grid system of New York. Whereas in Ghana there is no street address system, along Wall Street, he said, witches vanished following a strictly ordered passage through the city’s grid system. There are twelve primary north-south avenues running parallel to the shore of the Hudson River. All witches left Wall Street following east-west streets in columns, so that there was only a gap of three feet remaining on the width of each street. No witch crossed through Greenwich Village, which is not part of the grid system but a rambling pattern of small roads. Passing from east to west, the witches were met by a ferry that travelled back and forth between Manhattan and New Jersey, taking them away from the island. At first, some gods tried to follow them but most, not realising that the witches were leaving the city, simply stayed put on the sidelines as no rumour or melodrama highlighting key conflicts over money seemed apparent among clients. A social silence descended. There were fewer clients coming to the shrine complaining of rising debt, or exaggerated consumption woes. In effect, the gods had missed the derailment of the American economy – the traditional signifiers of economic disorder had not been apparent, consequently, many priests thought that all was well. John said it was as if witches had left, en masse, the world’s major financial capitals. But they had not returned home (see Bonhomme 2012). They no longer cared about bewitching relatives. ‘They had temporarily left the crib’ said John. Rather, witches became obsessed with counting their money and were creating bottlenecks of currency as the economy ground to a halt. Blanes and Santo (2014) examine how, through their effects, invisible spirits often become fugitives as they appear and disappear (63). John reiterated this point:
My observation… I recognise the day… a smell of cash gone bad… very evil… the dollars  you collect… went goodbye… she is a grand robber….like Chuck Norris… she come in with a gun … bang, bang…take …all you possess… you cannot send all  investment to Ghana… be a second choice between living for today and trading contracts… hard exchanges… and forget investing in the village and making reliable business… This is a stress …and witches steal from the rich… and make you regret even coming home. They care not at all …for she a billionaire. Only coin they care for. It is a concern ‘cause now you as well in default …they know it real hard for you now… she swallows dollars …in her stomach… stitched up…in her black belly. 
While Akan witches often hide amongst financialism and magnify a spirit of uncertainty, after the global crash Akan witches also became storage vessels for money. Though hedge funders, derivative traders and other financial analysts made billions of dollars as the market crashed (see also Ho, 2009), the witch too became consumed by excessive greed which zapped her spiritual energy to attack her victims. She had managed to launder so much money from various commercial banks through her insider commodity trading that she had become burdened with too many dollars and could not fly. She therefore had to dump some of her evil in exchange for more dollars, euros and sterling. John spoke of his god finding bags of evil money, particularly devalued currencies along the sidewalks in Fairfax, Washington, dropped by the witch attacking William in defiant protest at the ineptitude of ‘rich men’ to stop her. John spoke of the Potomac River being flooded by shredded business files – ‘witches’ crap’ – dumped by witches who did not want to be weighed down by their conspiratorial financial crimes as they rushed to pack their suitcases. He recalled his god, while attempting to help William, seeing evil talismans heaped in Rock Creek Park and Smithsonian Institute, Washington, including necklaces, packets of food that included palm nut soup, and foreign currencies that the witch uses to bewitch her unsuspecting victims. He told of credit cards scattered along the freeway. Others spoke of their victims’ debts being thrown away as witches were now so wealthy they could afford to ignore smaller creditors, and of an opaque mist which had descended in many world cities and distorted the perception of misfortune and suffering. 
Where had all the witches gone if not home to cause misfortune? They had made a social detour to become tax exiles. John spoke of seeing fireballs the size of golf balls (another sign of witchcraft) flying to the Bahamas, Cayman Islands and Monaco. He told of beaches, like in some of his clients’ dreams, becoming red with the number of witches basking in the sun and enjoying the good life. The schemes set up by witches in offshore tax havens bamboozled Akan spirits, creating an opaque system of elusive relations based solely on financial gain and social silence.
Conclusion
In neoliberal economies, rather than simply offering a critique of the market economy, Akan spirits forcefully tackle a free-market orthodoxy of investment, accumulation and exchange head-on and appear able to recycle their own versions of the unlimited magic of capitalism, money and financial markets, and ‘read economic conceptions through a thick cosmology’ (da Col, 2012:192; [Author], 2015). Alongside financial institutions, bankers and government institutions, the Akan priests focused upon here engage in a reflexive discourse with Wall Street as the obscuring of intimacy and family within global financial markets has enabled witches to extract unseen billions of dollars alongside the covert practices of more renowned entrepreneurs and businesses who, to coin the expression, ‘get away with it’. A cosmoeconomic order, in other words, is continually reinvented (da Col, 2012). It is in this examination of a monetarised moral economy that we may better understand the magical avenues of economic escape for individuals who have made certain choices resulting, albeit, in financial disaster.
Rumours and changing levels of confidence drive the world financial markets (Holmes, 2014) but also fuel concern about West African witchcraft which thrives on greed and the improper circulation of money and illicit accumulation. Moreover, witchcraft discourses among Akan priests draw attention to the idea that money is not a thing but a mysterious moral property (see also Dodd, 2015), especially in its dematerialised form as credit flows and transactions (Garritano, 2015:192). Fetish priests act as buffers and protectors not only against personal misfortune, but of investments and savings in the global marketplace. Mix together global witchcraft discourses with the rampant social and economic inequalities created by global financial institutions and a hotbed of panic and anxiety will be apparent (McNally, 2012). The strict symbolic oppositions between fact and fantasy collapse as deregulated economic markets increasingly thrive on rumour, speculation and innuendo about the prices of equities, bonds and commodities. The commodities market in particular captures the interplay between production and speculation and a witch attacking those relatives who engage in meaningless consumption while she also undercuts production, destroying cocoa and yam yields through her endless ‘long’ plays and swaps, forcing prices up and overinflating the market. Yet, this is not a call to focus on the objects of spectacular meltdowns or disaster. Akan cosmology is not the opposite of an ordered redaction – or reduction – of the economy (see also da Col 2012) but rather, among Akan fetish priests, an enactment of the world’s complexities and money markets, as well as of the negotiation of the flow of scarce resources, whether this be money or oil, and moral values that enable individuals to celebrate their wealth and money-making schemes free from the surveillance of others including, after the global crash of 2008, witches. For not only did many witches leave the world’s monetary centres in a vulnerable state in late 2008, they also dumped their witchcraft behind in order to be able to carry even more money about their persons. Their exploitation and accumulation are encapsulated by the expression used by an okomfo about the witch ‘leaving the crib’ that day as the collapse of the global monetary system destroyed the personal finances of some shrine clients. The witch, still intangled in the most intimate of relationships, left her home and her relatives behind to start a new life, if only temporarily, as she enjoyed counting the savings of her victims and reaped the rewards of her insider trading in a tax haven, evading the reach of all of her adversaries and rejoicing in more money than she knew what to do with.
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